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CHAPTER

1
Activity: Individual 

�� 2 5 M IN U T E S

Objective: The purpose of 
this activity is to exam-
ine the topic of personal 
finance.

Materials: Course  
materials

S TA NDA RD Financial 
Responsibility and 
Decision Making  
Standard 4: Make financial 
decisions by systematically 
considering alternatives 
and consequences.

•  Give examples of 
how decisions made 
today can affect future 
opportunities.

Note: Upon individual 
completion of this activity, 
use these questions in 
either small groups or 
whole class discussion. 
Additionally, question six 
may be used as an essay 
writing prompt.

Answer Key

1 What is personal finance? 

Personal finance refers to all of the decisions and activities of an individual or family 
regarding their money, including spending, saving, budgeting, etc..
2 Identify: What were the four themes that emerged as a result of the  

StageofLife.com writing contest that asked teens to identify their “relationship 
with money”? Describe each theme. (Note: Refer to Chapter 1, Section 2) 

a Frustration: Many teens expressed negative emotions about money including 
anger, frustration, stress, distrust and even hatred.

b Role Models: Teens are watching how their parents treat money. Many even 
criticized how their parents handle money and vowed not to be like them.

c Pragmatic: There was a minority voice that did approach the topic with a 
more pragmatic, even positive, point of view.

d Money Isn’t Everything: A good percentage of the essays addressed a more 
universal truth: that money isn’t everything. It is needed to survive, but it is not 
a requirement for being happy.

3 Reflect: Which of those four themes is most representative of your own 
relationship with money? Explain your answer.

Answers will vary. Remember to be sensitive during class discussion since many 
students are facing the negative effects of money problems in their homes.

4 Explain: Why do you need to learn about managing money while you’re young?

Learning how to manage money is one of the most important skills you can have. 
Because your financial decisions will have long-term consequences, having the 
knowledge and skills to make the right decisions while you’re young will help you 
win with money now and in the future.

5 Summarize: Write a brief (one paragraph) summary describing the financial 
reality of the American family.

Most Americans are struggling with debt in the form of mortgages, car loans and 
credit cards. Based on statistics, Americans have very little savings and are not 
preparing financially for retirement. Many Americans do not have an emergency 
fund and do not keep a monthly budget.

6 Predict: In what ways could studying personal finance now benefit you in the future?

Answers will vary but may include the following predictions: I will learn how to 
manage, save and invest money; I will learn about taxes, insurance, retirement 
planning, how to pay off/stay out of debt, how to go to college without debt, how to 
build wealth, etc.

What Is Personal 
Finance?
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Directions

Use your course materials to answer the following questions.
1 What is personal finance?

2 Identify: What were the four themes that emerged as a result of the StageofLife.com writing contest that 
asked teens to identify their “relationship with money”? Describe each theme. (Note: Refer to Chapter 1, 
Section 2.)

a 

b 

c 

d 

3 Reflect: Which of those four themes is most representative of your own relationship with money? Explain 
your answer.

4 Explain: Why do you need to learn about managing money while you’re young?
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5 Summarize: Write a brief (one paragraph) summary describing the financial reality of the American family.

6 Predict: In what ways could studying personal finance now benefit you in the future?




